Starry night dominates the title page and off ers the tonality as well as the tone for the all the design. Its exoticism highlights one of the main strengths of Aitken's book, which is to give some insight to the biophysical conditions found in Australia, as well as into the indigenous traditions that have conditioned Australian gardens; they have otherwise faithfully followed Western garden design.
Th e book is divided into ten chapters that cover the Australian art of garden history since the early modern period, organized in a chronological order. However, the chapters cover diff erent timespans quite asymmetrically as the fi rst chapter, 'New Worlds (1400s-1700s)', aims at covering three hundred years of garden history while each of the following chapters cover a period of around thirty years. Except for war times in which the Victory Gardens and the gardeners' contribution to the war eff ort constituted specifi c episodes, it is not always easy to grasp the criteria that lie behind the periodization proposed by the author.
In the fi rst chapter the author includes some hints of the driven forces for Australian garden art development in the following two hundred and fi fty years. Th e author begins the book by stressing the fi rst-time Austral skies were represented in a Western publication and incorporates it within the vast context of maritime discoveries in which the Portuguese played a decisive role.
In the early modern period, new parts of the world like Australia or Brazil were envisioned as 'paradisiacal' since they were still untouched lands, as least by Westerns.
'Utopias and New Edens' brings this idea to the forefront, and this is immediately followed by the discovery of a new world of fl ora and fauna.
Although exoticism would be the most appreciated characteristic provided by in the Australian fl ora, books on husbandry and botany are included to highlight the European background and at the same time show that utility was the most pressing characteristic in early colonial stages, whether in terms of its use to eat, to season food, to cure health conditions, as perfume or a decoration. 1917-71 (2013) , it might seem there would be no further room for surprise. Planting Dreams is one of those.
